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BIOGRAPHY OF MONICA MITCHELL MUIR 
For almost twenty years, Monica Mitchell Muir has helped hundreds of clients make dollars and 
sense with QuickBooks by teaching them how to use this powerful software effectively and 
efficiently for their unique business. She believes that many businesses miss out on valuable 
information that can help them make better business decisions, save time, 
and save money; she attributes this to poor setup and being unaware of the 
many versatile tools that QuickBooks offers. She also believes that that a 
lack of training in QuickBooks and inefficient methods is much more costly 
than many businesses realize. With over 17 years of QuickBooks and small 
business experience, Monica is not only known for her expertise and 
professionalism but also her patience, sincere interest in the client's success 
and practical approach to training and using QuickBooks.  

She has given presentations at multiple state, regional and national conference/trade shows with 
topics around using QuickBooks for better business management, streamlining workflow, job 
costing and increasing profitability 

Beside Monica’s newsletter and blogs, she has a regular 
column in the Michigan Landscape Magazine and had 
articles in the Landscape Management Business Planner. 
She also writes for Intuit on occasion.  

Monica’s unique combination of business experience, 
numerous QuickBooks certifications and advanced 
degree in Adult and Community College Education, 
gives her an edge over most other QuickBooks 
consultants, enabling her to help her clients get the most 
benefit and productivity that QuickBooks has to offer. In addition to attending annual 
conferences to keep her QuickBooks knowledge sharp and up-to-date, she maintains the 
following rigorous certifications:  

 Advanced Certified QuickBooks ProAdvisor  

 Intuit Premier Reseller (one of only a handful in Maryland)  

 Certified QuickBooks Enterprise Solutions Provider  

  

"I called…, asked the question, 
and 15 minutes later I had a 
better solution …. In that one 
incident, I could have saved 
almost $5K in labor costs and 
been working on something else 
entirely, MAKING money...” 

Cynthia Stull 
Trident Alliance Corporation 
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While she has served companies in dozens of service industries, her focus has been on 
landscape and construction contractors. Her webinars Spring into More Profits for landscapers 
and The Keys to Mastering Job Costing in QuickBooks for Better Job Profitability, are examples of 
group training programs she offers. 

Before founding Muir & Associates in 2004, Monica provided software support to the small 
business community of southeastern Pennsylvania. During those years of working with business 
software, she started learning QuickBooks – the hard way! Having experienced the learning 
curve herself gave her a genuine understanding for how her clients feel.  

Monica’s undergraduate degree is from Penn State, and her 
Masters is from North Carolina State University. She also 
taught beginning and advanced QuickBooks at Hagerstown 
Community College.  

Monica grew up near Longwood Gardens in southeastern 
Pennsylvania with a houseful of dogs and now lives in 
Frederick, MD with her husband George and two cats. Her 
hobbies include reading, puzzles, and gardening. 

  

“It’s hard to find a QuickBooks 
consultant to deal with the 
contracting business. Monica was 
the fourth consultant I hired and 
she was able to fix all the problems 
the other consultants caused.”  
Christina Mayhew  
Preferred Construction/Beach 
House Miracles 
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HAVE YOU MADE OF ANY OF THESE COMMON COSTLY MISTAKES? 
 

When I talk with contractors, I hear many of the same issues.  

 I don’t have confidence in my reports 

 It’s hard to discern profitability of jobs and/or divisions (or departments or ….) 

 I can’t get good job cost reports 

 It takes too long to… (you can fill in the blank here) 

 I wish you could…… 

With just a few changes, you can start getting great results. So much of the solution is in the 
setup. It’s the old “garbage in garbage out”. Part of the problem is that people think “anyone” 
can setup QuickBooks (and QuickBooks sometimes “feeds” that misconception).  

BELOW ARE 9 COMMON MISTAKES:  
Your version of QuickBooks is not appropriate for your needs  
Different versions of QuickBooks offer different tools and features. Many times, one of the 
easier and least expensive fixes is to change your version of QuickBooks, either to a new release 
or to a higher-end package. Imagine finding out that you can solve some of your problems by 
just switching to a different version of QuickBooks! (That was easy!)  

Keep in mind that not all versions are equal and they are continually improving; the desktop 
versions change every year and the online version is constantly evolving. So don’t assume that 
the version you’ve been using is still the best fit for you – it’s always worth evaluating. 

Many simply upgrade every 3 years, but I recommend re-evaluating your QuickBooks version 
each year. I write about the new features every year – usually in October) There are many times 
when one or two of the new features is absolutely worth the price of the upgrade (batched 
timesheets being one for those with crews). Remember, work-arounds are costly.  

Choosing the right version of QuickBooks is so important that we have a chart that compares 
the different versions of QuickBooks. We also have a video that shows what Premier has to offer 
Pro does not and what Enterprise has to offer Premier does not. We use these tools to help 
clients determine which package is best for them. 
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Not taking advantage of the “Classes” feature  
I’ve had several clients this spring who wanted to see profitability by division or department or 
state or…. With their existing setup (multiple divisions in the “income” and “cost of goods” 
accounts), they often don’t get a monthly or quarterly report showing them the profitability of 
each because it takes so long to create. Below is a P & L by “Class” – look at how easy it is to 
compare the profitability of the different aspects of your business! You can even turn on “% of 
row” and get a better sense of which is more profitable for your business.  

 

Once you turn on and use “Classes”, you will find they not only help you easily compare 
profitability of the different aspects of your business but they can also help you simplify your 
Chart of Accounts. Instead of listing 5 different income accounts, you might be able to list just 
one or two! 
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 “Chart of Accounts” is not setup well 
I see usually one or both of these mistakes:  

a. There is too much clutter in the Chart of Accounts  

b. Accounts are in the wrong place  

I typically find the clutter for those who job cost or have inventory; I was guilty of this once. 
Keep it simple – it will be easier to see the big picture of your business. By putting the detail in 
the “Items” and using “Classes”, you will find that you won’t need so many accounts and there 
are better reports to handle the detail. This is often a discussion I also have with those who are 
converting from other software into QuickBooks. 

For those who do job/project costing, I’m a big proponent of having all your direct expenses in 
the Cost of Goods section – that includes the job materials, payroll expenses of those who work 
on the project as well as the subcontractors’ cost and even equipment. Those are costs you 
incur in order to do the job (compared to overhead which is an expense even if you have no 
job). 

If your projects are big, as in construction, your “Work in Process” (WIP) belongs on your 
Balance Sheet; it should not be in your P & L until your project is done. There are ways to setup 
reports so you can track job costs and cash flow.  

 
“Items” list isn’t setup correctly (or well)  
And it is often made worse by having different people making recommendations! I usually have 
clients start by having “Items” organized by “Type” (like service, non-inventory aka job 
materials, and inventory) and then by some other organization, such as type of service or 
product, followed with sub-items. For those who job cost, I recommend having the “Item” setup 
to be “double-sided” so it can 
capture both the costs and the 
income for that Item. Some of your 
reports pull straight from the Items 
list, so once you have your items 
setup correctly and use them 
correctly, you’ll get some very 
valuable data. 
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Jobs not setup – 
 I frequently hear frustration with not being able to easily assess 
profitability of a job. This is often because jobs were never set up 
in QuickBooks, which makes it really challenging to see how 
you’ve done! And if this is a long-time customer who’s had you 
do multiple jobs, it’s really hard to pull out the costs and 
invoicing for that one job.  

 

 

Job costing in the “Chart of Accounts”  

I tried job costing in the “chart of accounts” (as do many); it doesn’t work well! It can be really 
hard to see the big picture because you get bogged down with the details and, in some cases, 
that’s more trouble than it's worth. While that may be how you handle it in other software, in 
QuickBooks the detail belongs in the “Items” list, NOT the “chart of accounts”. There are some 
great reports you will be able to use once you make this switch. You will find it will be much 
easier to monitor and evaluate jobs once you make the adjustment. 

 

 

Lack of Training  

Many QuickBooks users are self-taught; I was myself in the beginning – and guilty of making 
many of the mistakes I see my clients make. Even the certifications I earned didn’t address all of 
what I was missing, although it was a big help. But by working with a variety of clients and 
taking time for additional training, I’ve picked up on so much more which I’m able to share 
with my clients. Here’s what I often see: 

a. Incorrectly using features. This means that reports can be incorrect, incomplete, 
or you may not even be able to use the report. This can result in costly mistakes 
and decisions. One common problem I see is not using Items correctly for job 
costing (and it’s even worse if they weren’t setup correctly).  

b. Missing out on helpful features. One that I’ve seen is not knowing how to use the 
timesheet with your payroll so you end up not only doing it the long hard way, 
but for those who job cost, they miss out on job costing labor – a big part of your 
job costs!!  
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Taking too long –  
The power tools in QuickBooks aren’t for just the QuickBooks experts such as me.  

a. When you spend hours trying to figure something out, and then maybe 
figuring it out incorrectly, that’s costly to both you and the business. If 
you’re being paid, that time could have been spent on something more 
constructive and if you’re free, you could have been having fun or going 
home sooner! 

b. Power tools can also help minimize data entry errors. We all make them, 
but then you need something in place to help you catch them. If you can 
bring in automation of some kind, you minimize the data entry mistakes. 
 

Not asking –  

Every business has a unique angle or situation and the solution isn’t always so straightforward. 
It’s worth asking a professional – there may be a creative way to handle it in QuickBooks or you 
may find that a 3rd party solution that integrates with QuickBooks is part of the solution.  

 

We offer evaluations of your existing setup with respect to your needs and capability of 
QuickBooks. We record these so you can review them again and again. If you are interested in 
seeing how you can improve the setup of your business in QuickBooks, we’ll be happy to 
schedule an evaluation with you – just contact our office. 
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START GETTING GREAT RESULTS WITH QUICKBOOKS! 
CALL US AT 301-696-1303  

OR EMAIL INFO@MUIRASSOC.COM  


